
Tax Services
Businesses are crossing international borders and those 
borders themselves become increasingly blurred, the 
complexity of any MNC’s tax affairs grows exponentially. 
Managing uncertainties and complexities can no longer be 
treated as an afterthought.

As a trusted tax advisor to leading MNCs for more than five 
decades, our Tax and Regulatory Services practice is one of the 
most highly regarded tax groups in India. 

Awarded as India Tax Firm of the Year, 2016 by International 
Tax Review, the tax team at Nexdigm (SKP) helps organizations 
formulate effective strategies to optimize taxes, implement 
innovative tax planning and effectively manage compliance.

Is our effective tax rate optimum?

Are we managing our compliances effectively?

Are we spending large amount of time and costs in tax 
litigation?

Are my inter-company pricing policies tax-efficient?

Is our business model helping in being competitive in the 
market?

Are we ready to deal with emerging tax policy changes?

Are our business acquisitions or restructuring tax optimized?

We can help answer the most 
important questions

Our Credentials

Represented a large MNC from Israel involved in technology solution of wireless 
telephony at the appellate tribunal and secured a favorable tax ruling on a PE and 
software taxation issue.

Advised a listed Indian company on the 
optimal holding company jurisdiction 
for it to make investments or 
acquisitions in 23 target countries.

Advised one of the largest shipping 
company on changing their transfer 
pricing policy, leading to substantial 
tax savings.

Assisting an Indian listed 
pharmaceutical MNE in restructuring 
its supply chain, thereby making the 
structure tax-efficient – both from a 
corporate tax and indirect tax 
perspective. 

Represented a large French MNC 
engaged in water-soluble polymers to 
get the revision proceeding dropped at 
the revenue authority level itself. 
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Winner of India Tax Firm of the Year at the
International Tax Review’s Asia Tax Awards 2016

Ranked among the Leading Tax 
Firms in India in International Tax 

Review’s World Tax guide

Ranked among the Leading Transfer 
Pricing Firms in India in TP Week’s 

World Transfer Pricing guide
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